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O . Introduction 

In this paper we are trying to develop a structure which could 

serve as a set=theoretical model for cohesive and thematic struc-

tures of a text, and examine some of its properties. 

Obiect of our study will be ordered triplets (U, R, C) with U, 

R, C being some abstract sets. Triplets, where the three sets are 

related in a special way represent information, I. 

In section l. we shall introduce a binary relation in the set C, 

linhedness, which could serve as an abstract counterpart of cohe-

sive relations. From this relation we develop the notion of chains, 

as subsets of C. 

In section 2. we introduce the notion of potential topic as some 

subset of C, and the notion of a potential text, showing that each 

chain beginning in potential topic is a potential text. We further 

introduce the notion of a theme and show the relation between it 

and a potential text. 

In section 3. we apply the results from the previous sections to 

the notion of relevance, a necessary condition connecting the theme 

and its predication in "senkoo" (apriori) type of thematization. 

We represent the relevance as an algorithmic process through 

which the theme and its predication can be connected. Most of the 

ideas used in this paper originally were developed by F. Dane~, P. 
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1 General background 

1. I Definition: We take two sets, U (universum, a set Qf some 

abstract entities) and another such set, R (register). 

Suppose that there is a mapping f from U to R such that: 

a) for each u e U there is a r e R, being picture f(u) 

of u and at the same time, that for each r' there is a 

= f(u' ); u' such that r 

b) that for x, y from U, such that x ~ y it also follows 

that f(x) ~ f(y). l
~
 

a) and b) actually mean that f is a mapping from U onto R. 

and by definition we shall call such R a register over U. 

1.2 Definition: Take cartesian product Rn = R X R. . .X R 

(n - times) and suppose there is a subset C of Rn and that 

there is a mapping g from Rn to C. 

Then we shall by definition call C a context and g a 

restriction mapping according to some grammar G. Also, we 

shall call the members of C predications according to the 

grammar G (or short, predications). 
B 

. . . , rn), where ri are arguments. Predications have form (rl, 

1. 3 Definition: 

a ) We 

in fo rma t ion 

shall 

over 

call an ordered 

universum U and 

triplet (U, R, C) 

write it as I. 

the to ta l 



b) Let Ul c U and R1 c f(Ul) and C1 c g(Rr) be 

respective subsets as defined above. Then we shall by defini-

tion call the triplet (Ul, R1, Cl) information 11 and write: 

Il c I. 
~ 

By the same procedure we can define an inclusion relation 

between two informations as well. Similarly, we define union 

and intersection between informations, as in the next 

def inition: 

1. 4 Definition: We define union between informations 11 = (Ul, 

Rl, Cl) and 12 = (U2, R2, C2) ~s 11 U 12 = (Ui U U2, Rl U 

R2, Cl U C2); and intersection as 11 n 12 = (Ul n U2, R1 n 

R2, C1 n C2); that is as respective operations between 

componets of the triplets.~! 

1.5 Definition: We shall call two informations unrelated iff the 

intersection of their contexts is an empty set, i. e. iff for I'l 

and 12 we have C1 n c 2 = cB 
With this repertoire of concepts we can prove a simple 

theorem about unrelatedness. 

1. 6 Theorem: Let the informations 11 c I and 12 c I be such 

= c. Then a) 11 and 12 are unrelated, and b) that Ul n U2 

from the fact that Cl n c2 ~ c follows that R1 n R2 ~ c 

and from this, that also Ul n U2 ~ ip. ~ 

Proof a) From the definition 1. I follows that f(Ul) n 

f(U2) = c. Otherwise there would exist an x as a member of 

this nonempty intersection. By 1. I there would exist its 

original f-1(x) in the set Ul as well as U2. But this 
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contraaicts　our　assumption，that　the　intersection　of　U1ana　U2

is　empty　and　we　must　throw　away　this　possibi1ity．　So，from

f（Ul）∩f（U2）＝　φfo11ows　that　R1∩R2＝　φand－from　this

C一∩C2＝　φ．

　　　b）From　the　hypothesis　of1．6b）we　see　that　there　is

some　P　which　is　at　the　same　t｛me　a　member　of　both　C1ana

C2ana　so　there　is　aトtup1et（ri，r2，．．．，r荊），member　of　bo曲

RI　ana　R2，ana　of　course，their　origina王s　u至，u2，．．．，u”are

members　of　Ul∩U2．　QED

　　　　So　we　showed．that　if　the　two　universums　of　respective

informations　have　no　common㎜embers，the　contexts　ha．ve　no

common　members　either，ana　also　that　informations，sharing　a

part　of　common　context　per　force　share　a1so　a　part　of　common

uniVerSe．

　　　　Let　us　now　aefine　another　key　concept，that　of　a由8cγ牡

れ0れ．

1．7Dεブ加棚oれ：　Let　a　be　a狐ember　of　R．Let　us　aefine　the　set　a

　　　as　the　set　of（a1l）pred－ications　P　from　C　such　tha．t　they

　　　contain　a．as　their　argument，i．e．　alI　P　of　the　form　P　＝

　　　（・1，．．．，篶，・，・1。・，．、．，・。）f・…　m・i耐・g・・i＜篶．陥・Ml

　　　by　（iefi篶ition　call　such　a　set　a　the　dθ8cヅ6ρ汽oれ　o戸α．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　騒

　　　　　　　This　is　a　na㎜e　figurative　enough　for　a　set　of　predications

　　　containing　the　same　argument．　Re1＆tea　to　d－escription｛s　a

　　　concept　of　a　1加んbetween　two　pre（1ications　aefined－as　be1ow：

1．8Dθμが汽o犯：　Let　for　P，Q　from　C　there　is　an　a　from　R　such

　　　that　P　ana　Q　beIong　to　its　description．　Then　a）we　sha玉cau

　　　suchanaa1加んあθτωεθれPαれdQ；and－b）sa．ythatsuchP
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and Q are linked (by a link a). 
~
 

The concept of link is at this stage our abstractlon of 

both thematic and cohesive relations within the text, which 

often appear superimposed in the texts as well. A further 

expansion of link is the concept of chain which we are going 

to define next. 

1. 9 

1
.
 

Definition: Let K = <P1, P2, . . . , Pm> be a 

Pm being members of C. We shall call such 

iff each two neighbours in it are linhed, i. e. 

i < m, predications Pi+1, Pi are linked. 
B
 

10 Corollary: 

belonging to 

that such P 

Proof: 

m-tuple 

m-tuple 

iff for 

Let a be a member of R. For each P, 

the description of a, i. e. P, Q e ~, we 

and Q form a chain. E 

follows immediately by applying 1.8 and 

with P1,. 

a chain 

each 

Q
 

can say 

l. 9. QED 

1. 11 Definition: 

a) We shall call P, Q from C related Iff there exlsts a 

chain K such that <P=Pl, . .. , P~=Q> 
b) Let k denote the number of links in the shortest chain 

connecting above P and Q. We shall write k=d(P, Q), 

and call d(P, Q) distance between P and Q. 

c) For P and Q such that there is no chain connecting them, 

we shall say that d(P, Q) = -

a nd 

The most trivial 

Q are linked. 

example of P and Q related is when P 
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2 . Text 

2. O Preliminaries 

Here we begin 

participants, each 

For IA and IB we 

supposing two entities, A 

possessing information IA 

further suppose, that they 

a nd 

a nd 

are 

B called 

IB respectively. 

not unrelated. 

2. 1 Definition: Let T be a set of all t e UA U UB Such 

f(d) is a memben of RA n RB. Then we shall call 

~ = g(f(T)) n (CA n cB) a potential topic. B 

A potential topic is a subset in C whose members 

serve as we shall see later as centers around which 

will be spun. 

that 

can 

the text 

2. 2 Definition: A Quadruplet <1, IA, IB, ~> consisting of total 

information, informations belonging to participants A and B, 

and a set ~, fulfilling the condition in 2. 1, we shall call 

communtcattve s~tuatton. E 

2. 2 represents a static situation in which participants 

find themselves at any moment when their communication is 

interrupted. Next we shall try to introduce the time factor as 

well and make our model more dynamic. Before that, we make 

a convention, to denote each set from participants informations 

at a certain moment ti With an upper index i, e. g. IA is the 

information of A at the moment ti etc. 

2. 3 Definition: Let <1, 

If at the moment t,~ 

predication Pi their 

IA, IB, ~> be a communicative situation. 

by either A's or B's producing of a 

respective informations are changed as 
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follows we shall call such Pi a minimal communication. 

a) UA = U~rl U{Pi} and U~ = U~-1 U {Pi} 

b) RA = Rtl U f(Pi) and R~ = R~l U f(Pi) 

c) CA = C~l U g(RA) and C~ = C~l U g(R~) 

Here, Pi is a member of bothCAand C~. 
~ 

In the above definition we tried to express the fact that 

each produced predication enters participants information at 

all of the three different levels, i. e. his universum, his 

register and his context, and at the same time defined the 

triplet recurrently. Next, we shall give the notion of a 

potential text. 

Pm> be an ordered m-tuple of 2. 4 Definition: Let D = <Pi, . . . , 

members from C. If for each i ~~c m there is a chain Ki = 

' , Qmi,i> such that Q1, i = Pi and Rmi, i e ~, then, by <Ql,i' ' ' 

definition we shall call such D a potential text. 
~
 

Obviously, we can expand a potential text D so as to 

include chains stemming from ~ (we shall call them ~ chains) 

And this immediately gives us the following: 

2. 5 Corollary: 

a) any ~ chain is a potential text. 

b) Let the chain K be such that folf some P from ~, there is 

a Q from K such that P and Q are related. Then K is a 

potential text. B 

Proof a) follows immediately from 2.4. 

b) If Q is one of the ends of K it follows from 2.5 

a). Otherwise we split K in two chains: <Pl' " Q> and 

<Q, . . . , P,!1>. Each of these chains forms together with the 
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chain relating P and Q a ~~ chaln and Is accordlngly a 

potential text. QED 

2. I Theme and information 

Here we shall preoccupy ourselves with structures 

corresponding to thematical structures in real texts. 

Let us for the sake of convenience denote: IA n IB as 

IAB and in the same way also for its componets, U, R, and C. 

2. 6 Definition: Let us define the following sets: 

{all such P that P is member of CA but CA - CAB = 
not of CAB}. 

This represents A's exclusive knowledge of context C. 

And in the same way for B: 

CB - CAB = {all such P that P is member of CB but not 

of CAB}. 

In the same way we define also RA - RAB UA UAB etc. B 

Suppose now, that at the moment ti-1, A's exclusive 

information, i. e. Itl - IAB Is a nonempty set The predlca 

tions produced until this moment form an ordered set, Di-1 = 

<Pl' ' ' " Pi-1>, and suppose also that A is the speaker. In 

this context, we shall say, that a production of a predication 

P,, Ilnking A's and B's common information l~Bl wlth A s 

exclusive information I~l - IA-BI is a communication (from A 

to B). 

The procedure of linking shall be formally executed in the 

following way: 

Let Ph j ~< i-1 a member of Di-1 be also a member of 

CAB and let a be one of its arguments, i. e. Pj belongs to ~, 

the description of a. Let Pi also belong to ~. Then by 1. 8 a 
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is a linl{ between Pj and Pb 

By 1.8, since Pj is a member of CAB, a is a member of 

RAB and by 2. I a also belongs to potential topic ~. 

We suppose that each Ph j _< i=1 was produced in the 

same way as P~ Then, the first predication Pl had to be in 

CkB at the moment tl and so also its arguments in RkB. By 

2. I P1 and any of its arguments form a potential topic and so 

we have proven the following theorem in the light of 2.6 the 

following. 

2. 7 Theorem: The sequence of predications linked 

whose descriptions at each step contain one of 

predications, belonging to CA-Bl, form a potential 

with links 

the preceding 

text. ~ 

Imks chosen as In 2 7 shall be called themes. B 2. 8 Definition: ' 

The above procedure also trivially satisfies the condition 

2. 3 for minimal communication, and the whole process of A 

passing Pi to B at the step ti Can be graphically represented 

as below. 

(C~l-CA~) CA~ (C~l-CA-~) (CA-CAB) CAB (C~-CAB) 

ti-1 

As a slight generalization of the type 

ti 

of text as it appear-
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ed in 2. 8 we shall give the following definition: 

2. 9 Definition: Iet some potential text D be at the same time a ~ 

chain K = <Pl' ' ' " p,~:1>, where Pl belongs to some potential 

topic ~. If. 

a) for each i _~C m, <Pl' . . . , Pi-1> is a subset of CAB 

then, by definition, we shall call such D a strong text. 

b) there is an i ~~c m, such that for each i : i _~C j ~~C m 

the chain <Pl' ' ' " P~1> is a subset of CAB, then, by 

definition, we shall call such D a weah text. ~ 

Before we state the next theorem about the existence of 

texts let us assume as an axiom, that A and B share in their 

registers the following elements: existential operator ij (i. e. 

"there Is") relatlon e (i. e. "being a member of some set"), 

and the concept of RAB (i. e. "A and B both know the argu-

ments. "). 

2 10 Theorem If RAB is a nonempty set, then CAB is a nonempty 

set. ~ 

Proof We have to show that there is at least one predi-

cation in CAB. But by the above assumption, we have, for any 

x from RAB at least the following predication, belonging to 

CAB, i. e. (i~x e RAB) - "there is an X that we both know." 

And this is also the basic agreement, necessary to begin with 

any kind of text. QED 

Let us prove the following corollary about the possible 

choice of themes: 

2. 11 Corollary: Let x be an argument of some P, belonging to 
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potential topic ~. Let also (5~ n cA) - (5~ n CAB) be a 

nonempty set. Then such x can be chosen as a theme.B 

Proof: from P e ~ follows that P e CAB and also that 

P e 5~ n cAB. At the same time by (5~ n CA) - (5~ n CAB) 

+ ip we have i} Q such that it is only Q e 5~ n CA. By subs-

tituting P -> Pi-1 and Q -> Pj the condition from 2.8 is 

fulfilled, and so, x can be chosen as a theme. QED 

2. 12 Theorem: Let Q be some member from C. An argument 

from Q can be chosen as a theme iff Q is a predication in 

some potential text. ~ 

Proofi Let us first suppose that an argument from Q, for 

example x, can be chosen as a theme. Of course, Q eE 5~. By 

2. 8 there is a ~ chain K, such that there is a Pi e K and at 

the same time Pi e ~~. SoPand Q are linked andQ e K'where K'= 

<P1' ' ' " Pi, Q> is a ~ chain and by 2. 6 a potential text. 

It remains to prove the reverse. Let us assume that Q 

belongs to some potential text D. By 2.4 we can expand D to 

<Qh ' ' Qm, Q, Q Qn>, where Ql e ~ a ~~ chain K = i':1+1, ' ' , 

Applying the same linking procedure as in the proof of 2. 7 to 

(Q1, Q2),... (Q,~ Qi+1) etc, until we reach (Q,/1' Q) and at the 

(m + 1) - st step, x from Q, such that both Q and Qni+1 

belong to ~: is by 2. 8 a theme. 

3 . An attempt to formalize the notion of th'e relevance 

condition between a theme and its predication. 

3. O "Senkoo" thematization 

In Japanese as in many other languages (cf Mikami (1969), 



Dik　（1978））can　be　d－istinguished－a　pattem　of　thematisation

whicb　Mika㎜i　caued一“senkoo”or　apriori，where　the　thematic

elem㎝tit・e1f・ft㎝apPe・・stobeinm・t・㏄t…1・el・ti㎝・hip

with　the　rest　of　the　preaica．tion．　In　such　cases，　the　on1y

connection　between　the　two　is　via　the　pra．g㎜atic　rela．tion　of

re工evance．We　sha1玉represent　such　type　of　a　sent㎝ce泓s：

　　　　x伽舳（x1，．．．，x”）or（x肋2舳P）

　　　　Some1ogicians　have　proposea　“moaus　ponens，”that　is　the

王ogica1re1ation　of　imp1ication　between　the　theme　aれd－its

preaication．　But　this　turnea　out　to　be　too　restrictive，as　the

foHowing　formu1a　teus　us：

　　　　（・⇒b）⇔（rb⇒ra）

　　　　By　it，if　the　comment　of　a　sentence，such　as七he　one　be1ow：

　　　　“Peter，he　is　i11．”

were　not　true，then　the　existence　of　Peter　hi㎜se1f　wou1d－be

fa1se　too．

　　　　Shiba．tani　（1978）　proposea　tbe　re1atio肌of　inclusioα，i．e．

X⊃xforso㎜ecases，butthisisjustaseレtheoretical

expres　s　ion　of　the　imp玉ication，so，by　the　above　it　is　not

suitabユe．

3．1An　approach　basea　on　our　moae1

　　　　　　　Consiaer航the　ti㎜e　tあwith　A　as　a　speaker，the　foHowing

　　　pred－ication　with　a　“senkoo”type　of　the　theme：

　　　　　　　（x　P）（with　the　condition　that　P　is　mt　a　member　of文）

　　　　　　　How　can　B　in　our　mode玉estabIish　the　relevance　between

　　　xanaP？Letusproceedinsteps．
　　　　　　　8τθρ11　x　is　a　theme，so　obvious玉y，文h　CAB　is　nonempty．

　　　For　the　sake　of　convenience1et　us　write
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5~AB instead of ~~ n CAB. Suppose, there is a Q, a member 

of 5~, such that for some y e RAB We have Q, P e y. Then, 

Q, with x as a theme and P form a chain, via y, thus also 

connecting together x and P. In the case there is no such Q, 

we proceed to 

Step II. From 5~AB we form ~~~B defined as a set 

of chains with two elements, such that one of them belongs 

to 5~AB. 

Suppose now, that there is a Q e 5~~B, such that for some 

y e RAB, Q, P e y. Then, there is a Ql e 5~AB Such that for 

some yl Qj. Q e yl' So we have x and P connected via two 

steps. 

In the case there is no such Q in the second step ,either, 

we may continue the algorithm in the same way. 

3. I Definition: Let (x P) be a predication with a "senkoo" theme. 

If there is a k, k < - such that P can be reached from x 

after k steps, we shal by definition call such x and P : k -

distant. E 

Note: In the other type of thematization, where x is 

structurally a part of the predication, we can say that x and 

P are O (zero) distant. 

Let us prove the following corollary: 

3. 2 Corollary: If for some predication (x P) with a "senkoo" 

theme there is a y e R such that P e y and there is a k, 

k < co such that ~ c 5tA/B then x, P are k - distant.~ 

Proof: Suppose there is such a y. Then from P e y 

follows P e 5~ and from this by definition, the corollary. QED 
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　　　　W冊the　above　approach　to　the　question　of　re工evance　in

…m・a・1・w…㏄・・d・a・・t・・1yi…t・bli・hi㎎。。。1．ti㎝．

ship　between　the　preaication　and　its　theme　but　aIso　to　intro，

a㏄・・h・a・g・…fai・・・…．Thi・…bl・…　t・p。。di．t・h．t

th・high・・th・k，th・big9・・th・diffi・・1ty．f．h。。。。。t。

・・t・bli・h・h…1・・・…b・・w・…h・・h・m…a・h・p。・ai。。・i㎝，

ana　so　the1ower　the　acceptabi玉ity　of　such　a　sentence　in　that

particu1ar　context．
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Explanation of signs and symbols: 

appeared) 

(in the order as they first 

General: 

U : "universe" 

R : "register" 

C : "context" 

P = (rl rn : "Predication .., ) 

ri : "argument of P" 

f, g " " : mappings 

'' . ,, f-1 : Inverse mapping 

'' ,, G : grammar 

i, j, k I m n "natural 

numbers " 

( . . ., ) : "ordered set" 
,, 

< . . , > : "ordered set" 
,, 

I, Ii : "information" 

~ : "description of a" 

K : "chain" 

d(P, Q) : "distance" 

A, B : "participants" 

ti : "moment i" 

IA etc : "A's information" etc 

Ci etc : "C etc at the moment i 

D = <Pl' ' ' " Pm> : "text" 

~ : "potential topic" 

~k : "description of x, of the 

order k" 

G : "end of the definition or 

theo re m " 

QED : "End of the proof" 

Set theory: 

c : "empty set" 

a e B : "a is a member of 

B; a belongs to B" 

l : "negation" 

{ } : "denotes a set" 

A U B : "union of sets 

A and B" 

A n B : "intersection of sets 

A and B" 

p :1> Q : "Impllcatlon from P 

follows Q" 

P ~~ Q : "equivalence; 

P equivalent to Q" 

A c B : "inclusion; A is 

included in B " 

A X B : "cartesian product of 

A and B" 

An = A X A.. .X A (n tlmes) 

iJ : "exists; there is" 

Iff : "equivalent; if and only 

i f " 
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テキスト構造の集合論的モデル

ベケシュ。アンドレイ

　この論文では、集合論によるテキストのモデルとなりうる構造を取り扱う。

対象となっているのは（U，R，C）という順序のあるtrip1etである。ここ

で集含U，R，C　はある抽象的集合で、trip1et（U，R，C）を「情報」とい

う。

　第1節では、集合Cにおいて「継り（玉inkea）」という2つの要素の間の

関係を導入し、それによって「鎖」（chain）というこのモデルにおける基本

的な概念を設定する。

　第2節では、集合Cにおいて、「潜在的主題（pote丘tia1topic）」と「潜

在的テキスト（potentia1text）」の概念を設定する。そして、「潜在的主題」

を起点とする鎖が、「潜在的テキスト」であることを示す。

　更に、「題目（theme）」を導入し、　「題目」と「潜在的テキスト」の関係

を明らかにする。

　第3節では、今までの結果を、「先行題目」と叙述（preaicati㎝）との

「関連性（re王eVanCe）」の条件を隈定するのに利用し、「関連性」の条件を

a1gorithmic　processとして表す。
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